Suggestions
A day of wellness at a spa
Free your spirit and regain your balance. The mild climate and
ideal location near the ocean make Portugal’s spas natural
reserves for wellness.If you're looking for a quiet holiday
destination, In the comfort of a hotel or at a resort, in (...)

Alentejo
Alandroal
Relax at Alqueva, the Great Lake
The Great Lake resulting from the Alqueva Reservoir provides
the perfect place for spending a few days relaxing and in good
company.We are talking about one of the largest artificial lakes
in Europe, built on the River Guadiana. It has a reservoir (...)

Alcácer do Sal
A weekend in Troia
Boat trips in search of dolphins, beaches extending as far as the
eye can see, restaurants with fresh fish and terraces on the
sand... this is the simplest description of a vacation in Troia, ideal
for the whole family.About an hour from Lisbon, in (...)

Évora
Évora, World Heritage Site
Évora, a book of Portuguese art history.The best way to see the
city is on foot, walking through its narrow streets lined with white
houses, discovering along the way the monuments and details
that reveal the history of Évora and its rich (...)

Algarve
Lagos
Lagos
In Lagos, everything seems to invite you to the beach and the
simple pleasures of life. But there are also stories of sailors and
pirates, the result of a relationship with the sea that is
maintained in the colourful trawlers that still bring fish (...)
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Tavira
A walk around Tavira
Tavira is very seductive, and from the streets along the River
Gilão to the castle walls from which you have the best view over
the town, it makes you want to discover its hidden corners and
unlock its secrets. There is a certain oriental charm in (...)

Azores
Ilha de São Miguel
São Miguel, the green island
The island of São Miguel is the largest in the Azores, forming the
Eastern Group of the Archipelago together with the island of
Santa Maria, 81km away.Its settlement began in 1444 in
Povoação and then Vila Franca do Campo, the island’s first (...)

Centro de Portugal
Coimbra
Visit to Coimbra
On the banks of the river Mondego, Coimbra is famous for its
University, the oldest in Portugal and one of the oldest in Europe,
which over time has shaped its image to become "the city of
students". We begin this visit, precisely at the (...)

Fátima
Fátima, a journey to the altar of the world
The Shrine at Fátima is one of the most important landmarks in
the Marian worship, drawing pilgrims from all over the world.The
location of the Shrine of Fátima, at Cova da Iria, had until 1917
been an unknown place in the municipality of Ourém, (...)

Óbidos
Óbidos
The mediaeval town of Óbidos is one of the most picturesque
and well preserved in Portugal.Quite close to the capital and
located on high ground near the Atlantic coast, Óbidos has had a
strategic importance in the territory. It had already been (...)
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Viseu
Tour of Viseu
An ancient city, built of grey stone but at the same time green,
lively and welcoming, Viseu was considered the best of Portugal
in the quality of life ranking. There’s nothing like starting in the
preserved historic centre for getting to (...)

Lisboa Region
Lisboa
Lisbon for all the family

Lisbon in a day

Lisbon is a perfect city in which to spend a few days with the
children. It's welcoming and safe, with a mild climate and easy to
explore on foot, besides having numerous activities designed
especially for kids, both outdoors and indoors.The whole (...)

You can see the key points in the Portuguese capital in one day –
museums, monuments and views that are an eyeful.Start with a
view from the top. From the walls of the São Jorge Castle, you
can take in the whole city, the hills, the Tagus, the (...)

Sintra
Discovering Sintra
Sintra, the Moon Hill, is a place full of magic and mystery, where
Nature and Man have combined in such a perfect symbiosis that
UNESCO has granted it Word Heritage Site status.One-day
itineraryMorningWhatever your plan, a good suggestion is always
(...)

Madeira
Tour around the Island of Madeira
Despite its small surface area, Madeira is rich in majestic
sceneries of rare beauty. The best way to get to know its charms
is to rent a car and set off to discover this floating garden!
Heading west from Funchal, you will discover the (...)

Porto and the North
Viana do Castelo
Viana do Castelo is one of the most beautiful cities in the north
of Portugal. Its involvement in the Portuguese Discoveries and,
later on, cod fishing shows its traditional connection to the sea.
Viana do Castelo is easily accessed from Porto, or (...)
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Braga
A Visit to Braga
Braga is a lively city, one of the oldest in the country, and is
teeming with young people who study at its universities. Built
more than 2,000 years ago, “Bracara Augusta” was, as the name
indicates, founded by Augustus; it was located on one (...)

Guimarães
Guimarães
Guimarães is considered the birthplace of Portugal because
Afonso Henriques, who went on to be the first king of Portugal,
was born here. The historical centre in the area that was within
the Guimarães city walls, is associated with the formation (...)

Porto
Porto in a few days
On a brief visit to Porto, there are some places that cannot be
missed. In the words of many visitors, this city has something
mystical that is difficult to describe and which varies according
to the place, time of day and light.Whatever it is, it (...)
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